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CASE SUMMARY
This Applied Management Decision Report deals with the
possibility of developing a new department for an interior
design company called "Weaver's Business Interiors." The
new department will cater to the used furniture market.
This market will include businesses that have incorporated
office modular systems into their interior design scheme.
Modular panel systems are fabricated movable walls that are
joined together with corner pieces called connector rods. A
panel system usually includes a work station which is
connected to the panel system and is used in place of a
free-standing desk. A system usually includes file
cabinets, overhead shelves with lighting and is fully wired
for e lectr ic.i ty.
Since the proposed new department will focus on
reconditioned furniture, the researcher decided to feature
three seperate services: panel refabrication, upholstery
and panel cleaning, and reconditioned furniture brokerage.
Many of Weaver's present and future customers have
utilized modular systems in their offices for years, and are
now ready for an "updated" look. This updated look can be
found through refabrication of each individual panel.
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The second service the researcher is planning to offer
to Weaver's existing and potential customers is a cleaning
service. This service could entail cleaning, Soil Shield,
and No-Flame protection coating of furniture and/or modular
panels. Soil Shield is a registered trademark of DUPont,
and No-Flame is a registered trademark of Amalgamated
Chemical, Inc.
The third integral part of this business plan is to buy
and sell reconditioned office furniture and office modular
systems. There is an abundancy of used furniture in perfect
working condition which can be purchased for usually less
than 10\ of the original cost of new furniture. All of the
used furniture will be cleaned up, polished and/or waxed,
therefore, enabling the researcher and Weaver's to refer to
the used product as "reconditioned" furniture.
Recond i t i oned of f ice 'furni ture could cons is t 0 f, but not be
limited to, file cabinets, shelving, desks, credenzas,
computer stands, chairs, lighting, and full or partial work
stations with or without modular panels.
There are many new businesses which are just starting
out and want a new and clean look to their offices, but they
can not afford the exorbitant costs of new office furniture.
This new department could clean any fabricated furniture and
modular panels, and possibly contract to have any metal
cabinets and shelving electrostatically painted to make all
used furniture and equipment appear virtually brand new.
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The name for this new division will be the Corporate
Facilities Services Division. This division will integrate
three new services with Weaver's existing services and
divisions. The three integral parts of the business plan
are as follows: (a) refabrication of office modular
systems, (b) cleaning, Soil Shield and No-Flame protecting
of fabricated furniture and modular panels, and (c)
brokerage of reconditioned furniture.
Upon development of the Corporate Facilities Services
Division, the researcher will first take an indepth look at
Weaver's Business Interiors as a whole, focusing on a
business plan, market strategies, and their corporate
philosophies.
The second stage of the thesis will be the development
of the new Corporate Facilities. The researcher will
analyze all of the finacial aspects associated with start-up
and maintainence costs of the division, look at Weaver's
main problem that enticed the researcher to write this
thesis paper, and study the potential solutions geared to
eliminate that problem.
In conclusion, the researcher will do her
determine if this business plan could feasibly










Current and potential future customers of Weaver's
Business Interiors have been requesting additional services
from Weavers for years. Weaver's has serviced a portion of
the new furniture market in Sheboygan, Madison, the Fox
Valley area, and Milwaukee. Businesses are asking Weaver's
for leads on used furniture. Many businesses can barely
stay afloat today; they are scrambling to pay their payroll
on time and attempting to keep creditors off their backs
while striving to maintain a certain image. Weaver's has
never been able to satisfy the business interior needs of
all businesses, mainly because many companies can not afford
brand new office furnishings. These companies will pay a
fair price for reconditioned furniture that is in "like new"
condition (Carr & McCombe, 1990). Weaver's should
acknowledge the reconditioned furniture business that they
have turned away over the years, and recognize a good
business opportunity when they see one.
Services
Weaver's Business Interiors is not fulfilling all of
their customer's interior furnishing needs. There is a
large, (Carr & McCombe, 1990) untapped market for
reconditioned furniture and refabricated panel systems just
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waiting to be discovered. Along with the brokerage of
reconditioned furniture and refabricating office panels that
make up complete modular systems, Weaver's is missing
business from other related services: cleaning of panels
and fabricated furnishings, electrostatic painting of any
metal surfaces, and Soil Shield and No-Flame protection
coating.
Weaver's could increase its business by going from a
limited service business to a full line service interior
design company. There is a large market for reconditioned
furnishings in the interior design business, and the






Weaver's Business Interiors, presently located at 1616
S. l08th st., West Allis, Wisconsin, started out as Weaver's
Incorporated and was located in Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Weaver's was founded over 30 years ago by Carl Weaver. He
ran his Sheboygan office supply business in a simple,
straightforward way, with all of his employees reporting
directly to him. But, in the early 1980's, a succession of
changes rocked the company and set it on a new course.
Some of the changes were as follows: the severe
recession caused in part by high interest rates; a new state
law in 1983 that required Wisconsin inmates to make
furniture for state and university offices; and Carl
Weaver's heart attack in 1983 that took him out of his
business.
Paul C. Weaver, Carl's son, then only 23 years old,
took over the firm. Now 30, Paul Weaver is president and
CEO of the company. Carl Weaver, who is now 72, leaves all
the decisions to his son who oversees the firm's Sheboygan
headquarters, as well as the other three sales offices in
Madison, Milwaukee, and the Fox Valley area.
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In 1980, Weaver's Business Interiors was opened in
Milwaukee at 241 N. Broadway; this office featured a 4000
square foot showroom in the Historic Third Ward. This
Milwaukee branch sold office furniture mostly to state
government agencies and universities. That $1.5 million
dollar business died when the state banned private companies
from competing with prison-produced furniture. Paul Weaver
then concentrated on designing and installing business
interiors.
Paul's first few important changes as head of the
company were to hire a new accounting firm to set up a more
sophisticated office management system. He automated office
work where he could and restructured the lines of employee
reporting.
Carl Weaver had all of his employees reporting directly
to him; Paul set up a different hierarchy of command.
Weaver's was broken down into four divisions: (a) Business
Interiors, (b) Office Products, (c) Business Machines, and
(d) Office Janitorial Products. Employees in each division
report to the manager of that division, and the four
division managers at each four locations directly report to
Paul Weaver.
On April I, 1989, Weaver's Milwaukee office moved from
the Historic Third Ward to their new showroom, office and
distribution center at 1616 s. 108th street in West Allis.
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When Paul Weaver first took over Weaver's Business
Interiors in 1983, he developed a mission statement for his
company. The statement is as follows: "Weaver's is a
customer and employee focused enterprise, our business'
principles embrace sound goals and objectives, and only
through exceptional customer service, will we grow and be
profitable."
Today, Paul Weaver has streamlined his company's mission
statement to the following: "We intend to grow and become
the most profitable, full service dealership in the state of
Wisconsin." Paul Weaver is not just satisfied with a steady
growth and continued profitability, (Weaver, 1985 The
Corporate Plan) he has quantified his goals by stating that
he wanted Weaver's to become the most profitable dealership
in Wisconsin. Paul also mentioned that he wanted Weaver's
to grow into being a full service dealership (Weaver, 1985
The Corporate Plan). This statement is right in line with
the idea of expanding the services offered at Weaver's to
incude the reconditioned furniture and refabrication market.
Business Plan
Weaver's corporate brochure states, " Weaver's does not
only sell furniture, it sells solutions." Management at
Weaver's trys to solve a company's furniture problems by
offering them the best in product, design and service.
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Weaver's believes that before any designing is done, a plan
must be drawn up. Designers analyze the customer's working
space and department functions, so that every floor plan
they design will meet a customer's specific needs. The
designers will then analyze color and will work with a
customer to choose the most effective color palettes to use.
Details are of the utmost importance to Weaver's design
staff. Careful attention to details is what makes the
finished product look finished. Lastly, the designers will
select artwork, plants, signage and other accessories to
underscore and enhance a company's image.
Quality is first at Weaver's. Management knows that
the customer has high standards; that is why Weaver's
standards must be even higher. Weaver's has associated
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itself with the best manufacturers available. Weaver's
offers only the finest products from these manufacturers to
turn a customer's problems into solutions that function.
Weaver's wants its customers to be aware of the wide
selection of interior furnishings available. Weaver's
offers choices to suit every taste and budget from the
classic to the avante garde. The designers will give the
customer as little or as much help in making those choices
as the customer wishes. Currently, customers can choose
from a wide array of furnishing solutions; however, choices
are limited to a selection of new furniture only.
Weaver's Business Interiors has always prided itself on
its great service department. Weaver's believes that with
the finishing touch comes peace of mind; meaning that
delivery will be as quick as possible. Weaver's
communicates with its manufacturers constantly, and that
strong communication helps insure the prompt arrival of a
customer's order effeciently and correctly. Employees will
also coordinate delivery with their customer to meet the
customer's scheduling convenience.
Marketing strategies
Market overview Weaver's marketing overview consists of
a few broad yet important ideas, and they are as follows:
build customer awareness through advertising, promotion, and
service programs; enter new markets; focus resources on
small to medium size companies that are on an upward growth
cycle; develop stronger relationships with "core"
manufacturer groups; and enhance eXisting and develop new
service programs that provide increased levels of service
before, during and especially after the sale.
Marketing plan elements Management at Weaver's
developed an action plan for their marketing depaitment
which includes ideas, goals and objectives (Weaver, 1985 The
Corporate Plan). Their action plan is as follows:
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1. Create a marketing communication program. The
management's goals here are to develop a positioning
strategy that focuses on image and service, and to create a
two-part marketing communications campaign directed to
target end-users and the Architect and Design community.
The action plan for this program is as follows: (a) chose
primary advertising vehicle from radio, print and/or direct
mail, (b) develop Architect and Design presentation
portfolio, (c) increase level of showroom useage by
sponsoring a series of luncheons for selected design firms
and developers, (d) develop a corpqrate slide presentation
for in-house use, and (e) sponsor educational seninars for
employees.
2. New market and service opportunities. Management
intends to research and analyze new market opportunities to
generate additional sales volume and profit. Their goal is
to enter into significant new market opportunities by or
during the year 1991. The action plan for this program is
as follows: (a) hire interior contracting specialists, (b)
develop marketi~g plan for capturing significant share of
wall system projects in markets served, (c) train sales
force in the basics of wall systems and how to identify
opportunities, (d) evaluate potential factory and lab
vendors, (e) select vendors, and (f) develop marketing plan
for factory and lab markets.
3. Market Positioning. It is very important for any
company to determine its most profitable market segments.
Management's first goal for this plan would be to develop a
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positioning strategy that targets small to medium companies,
(from ten to two hundred employees), who are on an upward
growth cycle. Their other goal is to target larger
companies who are running larger projects and focus on the
projects that they have a better than fifty percent chance
in securing an order. The action plan for this marketing
position idea is as follows: (a) acquire directories of
businesses in all markets, (b) contact key developers and
establish a relationship, (c) break down targeted businesses
by industry and size, and (d) set up a call schedule and
assign sales representatives.
4. "Core" manufacturing marketing. The object of this
plan is to promote the manufacturers who will commit to go
beyond the typical relationship between dealer and
manufacturer. Management's goal is to select a core group
of manufacturers that will help them to achieve their sales
and profit goals for the next 5 years. The action plan for
this program is as follows: (a) identify six full line
manufacturers who most likely would make up an effective
core group, (b) meet with the six manufacturers for
discussion, (c) make and get a final commitment for the core
group, (d) promote, lead and support the core group through
the 1991 fiscal year through quotas, advertising and
promotions, (e) purchase core manufacturer's product




Company's vision Weaver's Business Interiors has its
own personal principles and philosophies which seem custom
made for the company. Its vision is a two-part vision,
focused on both its customers and on its employees.
Weaver's believes that satisfying the customer's needs is
the principle measure of excellence. Management stresses
that employees should always put the customer's needs before
their own, thus promoting the development of long term
relationships and they also believe that the individual
employee makes Weaver's unique in a competitive market.
They treat all employees with respect, dignity and trust.
They encourage the treatment of others as they would like to
be treated. At Weaver's, employees are encouraged to come
up with new ideas on their own, but more importantly,
Weaver's values the development of a collective team effort.
Values and beliefs Weaver's has certain values and
beliefs that all employees are encouraged to abide by.
Weaver's reputation is very important to management who
believes that ethically, there is no right way to do a wrong
thing. Management encourage the employees to constantly ask
certain questions such as: Is it legal?; Is it fairly
balanced?; and, if so, How will it make me feel about
myself?
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Culturally, management at Weaver's believes in rewards
for continuous improvements and loyalty. Management
encourages employee participation in the company direction
and decisions and believe that they, as managers, have a
responsibility to transmit their knowledge and experiences
to their successors. Weaver's also feels that one must be
1 1
the short termunwilling to sacrifice the long term for
gains, and that it is important to
attitudes.
promote winning
Community is an integral part of the management team at
Weaver's Business Interiors. Management believes that the
growth and well being of the communities is a direct
barometer of their company, and feel a need to politically
and socially support their communities with their skills,
time and money_ Management believes that they must give
back something to what they were given, and be generous to
others who are not as successful or fortunate as Weaver's
and its management staff.
Management at Weaver's has hundreds of goals and
objectives. They believe that realistic, forward thinking
goals are the foundation of their business. All of their
goals are published and tracked. Attainment of all
legitimate goals is critical to Weaver's continued success.
Lastly, management at Weaver's believes that it is better to
plan change than to react to it, and they try to approach
change in a positive, enthusiastic manner.
SWOT analysis SWOT is an acronym for the internal
strengths and weaknesses of a business and environmental
opportunities and threats facing that business. When a
company implements an effective strategy plan, they maximize
a business' strengths and opportunities while minimizing its
weaknesses and threats.
A strength is a resource, skill or other advantage
relative to competitors and the needs of markets a company
serves or anticipates serving. Weaver's most important
strengths (Weaver, 1987 SWOT Analysis) are as follows: broad
geographical distribution throughout Wisconsin; stable, well
trained sales staff; good reputation; diverse quality
product offering; young, aggressive organization; good,
positive attitude; and marketplace is not saturated with
like competitors.
A weakness is a limitation or deficiency in resources,
skills, and compatibilities that can seriously effect a
company's performance. Like any company, Weaver's also has
weaknesses, some of which are as follows: loose control of
design specifications; multi-location coordination of
systems and people; automated distribution software system;
quantity of total qualified sales candidates; training and
education; lack of team work and communication; lack of
adequate personnel in office services for present workload;
and lack of a good intelligence of the marketplace.
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An opportunity is a major favorable situation in the
company's environment. Weaver's opportunities are many; a
list of a few key ones is as follows: expand new product
and/or service offerings; gain market share;
cross-training of sales people to sell all products and/or
services; competitors lose major lines through vendor
consolidation; acquire stagnant, well positioned dealer at
one of Weaver's four locations; offer new customer services
to generate additional profits; growth markets in Fox Valley
area and Madison present increased sales opportunities;
improve effeciencies in all M.l.S. and operating areas to
reduce costs; expand new business within the market areas
served; and core vendors limit distribution, which equals
less competition.
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The last element of this SWOT analysis is
threat is a major unfavorable situation in
threats. A
the firm's
environment. A threat can be a major impediment





Weaver's threats is as follows: economic slowdown;
competition expanding into Weaver's new market areas;
minimum wage laws; availability of quality labor; escalating
health care costs; and loss of a high contributory employee.
Focusing on the key opportunities of a company
identifying the major threats facing that company




the important information needed to make difficult
decisions. Just as important, is the understanding of the
firm's biggest strengths and weaknesses, which can narrow
the choice of alternatives and help managers choose an




Missing a Profitable Market
There is an existing problem facing Weaver's Business
Interiors. It has been receiving requests for certain
services for years and instead of providing the services, it
refers the potential customer elsewhere. The services that
are being referred to other businesses are panel
refabrication, panel and upholstery cleaning, and the
brokerage of used furniture. The researcher believes that
the three services listed above could turn into a very
lucrative division for Weaver's, and proposes to call the
division Corporate Facilities Services. The new division
would provide value added services to Weaver's existing
client base and to potential new customers.
Not Offering a Full Line of Services
Weaver's has been referring its customers to other
companies for a few select services since they began selling
furniture. It is time for Weaver's to become a full line
interior design company. Some of the lucrative business
that Weaver's has continually sent away are services like
panel refabrication, panel and upholstery cleaning, panel
and furniture Soil Shield and No-Flame protection coatings,
electrostatic painting, and the selling of reconditioned
furniture.
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Weaver's has experienced a steady growth pattern for
the past 30 years; it has only been during the past 6 or 7
years that the company has been experiencig a high growth
pattern, in terms of sales and profit volume. Weaver's is
missing out on an opportunity that could provide them with
even higher sales and profit volume. Weaver's could be
missing potential sales because its sales representatives
have been referring business, for the services listed above,
to other companies. Not offering a full line of services
could be hurting Weaver's sales volume. By referring
customers elsewhere for a few select services, Weaver's is
making its customers run from one local business to the next
to simply receive all of the services they need to design or
redecorate their office. Weaver's could offer a full line
of services to make the redecorating process easy and
convenient for its customers as well as keep those customers
loyal and satisfied.
New Division Manager Needed
The researcher has been contemplating the idea of
developing the Corporate Facilities Services Division for
the past year. Throughout that year, the researcher has
discussed her ideas with her father, John Kelley, who has
worked at Weaver's for the past 18 months in the sales
department. He also had many interesting ideas regarding a
Corporate Facilities Services Division. Mr. Kelley had
worked for 6 years at an interior design company in Denver
16
called Colorado Interiors. He felt it was inappropriate to
exclusively offer a refabrication service and not offer the
other related services along with it. It was on his
recommendation and past experience that the researcher has
decided to consider all of the services that will be
analyzed in this paper. Mr. Kelley has expressed his intent
to hopefully become manager of this Corporate Facilities
Services Division. The division needs an experienced
professional to manage it. The manager needs to identify
all services that are currently in demand but not being
properly addressed. This identification process can be done
through interviewing Weaver's 20 sales representatives and
five head designers. These Weaver's employees are the
people that have direct access to the public and who know
what products and services are in demand.
About 2 months ago, Mr. Kelley went to Paul Weaver and
discussed his and the researcher's ideas regarding the
potential business opportunities associated with the
development of a Corporate Facilities Services Division.
Paul Weaver was already aware of Mr. Kelley's past work
record and knew of his skills in this area. He knew that
Mr. Kelley had run a small refabrication department for
Colorado Interiors as well as a panel cleaning service.
John Kelley also had years of experience in the
reconditioned furniture brokerage business. Paul gave Mr.
Kelley permission to do preliminary research at Weaver's,
and let him interview the other sales representatives and
17
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designers. Everyone of them had experienced a steady
inquiry of questions revolving around used and refabricated
furniture. Most of them had experienced these questions
daily from customers, potential customers and through random
callers.
John Kelley was convinced that there was a problem at
Weaver's Business Interiors, but it was a problem that could
easily be turned into a great opportunity. Weaver's had
been passing up sales of reconditioned office furniture,
refabricated panels and more. Mr. Kelley was convinced that
this was a golden opportunity. With John Kelley's
encouragement, the researcher began her analysis of Weaver's




Referring Services Elsewhere was Acceptable
The essence of this paper is not the fact that Weaver's
Business Interiors is referring business to other companies,
and more importantly, passing up potential revenue.
Customers seem generally content and satisfied with Weaver's
and its existing services. However, through numerous
requests from customers, Carr & McCombe, 1990) sales
representatives from Weaver's felt that their customers
wanted Weaver's to be their "one stop shopping store" for
all of their interior design needs. Weaver's had only been
providing some of the services that customers had been
requesting, and the sales representatives had been referring
the other business elsewhere. It appeared to be a good time
for Weaver's to expand its line of services.
Determining What Services to Offer
The Corporate Facilities Services Division's first
priority was to determine what services were in demand and
which services were not currently being offered by Weaver's.
This was done through a telephone survey and the help of the
sales representatives and the designers. Weaver's staff was
given a list of ten possible services that Weaver's could
offer and were told to ask potential and current customers
if they would utilize the services. Customers were polled
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for 1 month by Weaver's sales and design staff, and the
response was overwhelming. When a customer called, he or
she was asked to answer a list of questions pertaining to
possible future services of Weaver's. Most customers were
more than happy to respond to the questions. On the
average, (Carr & McCombe, 1990) two out of three customers
had agreed to answer the questions. This gave the
researcher responses from over 400 people.
The ten services and their corresponding "Yes" and "No"






panel and upholstery cleaning
panel and furniture Soil Shield protection


























The researcher sorted through all of the responses and
came up with a list of five of the most frequently requested
services, and they are as follows: (a) panel refabrication,
(b) panel and upholstery cleaning, (c) panel and furniture
Soil Shield and No-Flame protection coating, (d)
electrostatic painting, and (e) used furniture brokerage.
These were the five main services that Weaver's had
been referring to other businesses. These five services
seemed to be the easiest to implement into Weaver's existing
lines with both low start up costs and a good profit margin
(Kelley, 1990).
During the next section, the researcher will analyze
each service as a potential solution or part of one larger
solution to Weaver's problem: referring business elsewhere.
The researcher will also attempt to determine the associated
costs of the five services, and decide if they are




There are many potential solutions to Weaver's problem
of referring specific services to other businesses. In this
section, the researcher analyzes six different solutions.
The first solution, which is implementing departmental







proposed Corporate Facilities Services
guidelines for its employees. These
give the new department direction and
Implementation of Objectives and Goals
It is important for all employees of Weaver's to
believe that the main objective of the new division is to
enhance customer service in the eyes of their customers.
Weaver's already has a trained installation staff which has
experience in the installation of a few basic lines of
office modular panels. There-is a difference between some
of the older modular systems that Corporate Facilities will
be refabricating and the new panels the installation team is
familiar with. Many times the panels that customers want
refabricated are 10 or 20 years old, and they could be from
anyone of 50 different kinds of modular systems. There are
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problems that are bound to arise with the installation of
unfamiliar systems. Therefore, the researcher has compiled
a list of goals for the Corporate Facilities Services
Division in an attempt to make operations run smoother. The
list is as follows: (a) schedule all appointments in
advance to provide the least amount of inconvenience to the
customer, (b) require professional presentation of employees
appearance, forms, vehicles, tools and equipment, (c)
require installer or delivery person to contact Weaver's
while at customers location to inform of any problems, (d)
have knowledgeable lead man on all deliveries, (e) provide
finishing delivery installation touches in front of
customer, if possible, (f) schedule pre-planned meeting
scheduled with customer and operations to review jobsite and
plans one week in advance, and (g) review final installation












The researcher has stated her
the
objectives and goals are part of the
problem, not the whole solution. The
continue with an analysis of each
division in detail.
It has been expressed to sales representatives at
Weaver's that it is not uncommon for a new company owner to
not be able to afford to rent a building with individual
offices (Carr & McCombe, 1990). It is often more practical
to rent space with one or two separate offices, for the top
executives, and divide up the remaining space with modular
systems. There are three different ways for businesses to
save money when purchasing modular systems. The first way
is to sell a customer reconditioned modular systems that
Weaver's had previously purchased and sold to them "as is",
this practice is known as brokerage of reconditioned
furniture. The second option a customer has is the
opportunity to purchase the system from Weaver's and request
that they refabricate the system in a preselected fabric.
The third option that a customer has would be to have
24
Weaver's installation department take
customer's existing system, bring them
for refabrication, and reinstall the
customer's site.
the panels from a
into Weaver's shop
panels back at the
Panel Refabrication Service
The first service the researcher will analyze is the
refabrication of panels. Refabrication is the third option
described in the paragraph above. This service was the one
that was most frequently requested by customers. It is also
important to note that as the economy worsens, people
probably will be more interested in refabricting their
existing office modular systems. The other option is to
buy new systems at up to 10 times the price of used. Some
of these used modular systems are over 20 years old, and are
in desperate need of a facelift. Weaver's has dozens of
reputable fabric suppliers. This enables their customers
to choose from a huge selection of fabric with a varied
selection of colors and textures featuring a wide price
range.
Upon development of the refabrication service, the
division will need various supplies and tools. These items
will be listed as prime costs and are referred to as direct
materials. All direct materials and their related costs are












































TOTAL DIRECT MATERIAL COSTS $1440.00
Note. All refabrication tools will last approximately 5
years. Therefore, direct materials cost will be depreciated
$288.00 per year for 5 years (Kelley, 1990).
There are a few refabrication supplies that are labled
as indirect materials. They are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2











TOTAL INDIRECT MATERIAL COSTS ..... $105.00
Note. Costs of materials listed on Table 5.2 reflect
supplies needed for approximately one month. Annual costs
would be twelve times the unit cost of each item (Kelley,
1990).
The next major element of the prime costs involved in
refabrication is labor costs (Kelley, 1990). Labor costs
are often high because the panel refabrication process can
be very time consuming. Panels are trimmed in hardware,
which frames each individual panel. The hardware has to be
disassembled from each panel before refabrication can take
place. The next step involves first the measuring and
cutting of fabric, then the stapling or gluing of fabric
over the old fabric, onto the panel, followed by trimming of
all excess fabric. The last step is putting the hardware
back on the panels. This is done with the electric drill and
numerous screws. If the hardware is scratched up, it can be
electrostatically painted before it is put on the finished
panels.
The researcher's estimation of the total labor hours
required for an average refabrication project was based on
facts and figures from Colorado Interiors, Mr. Kelley's
former employer. He knew that Colorado Interiors had
similar projects in size and volume, thus the labor force
needed would be similar also. The researcher decided that
once the division was developed, Weaver's should hire three
part time employee. By hiring only part-time employees,
Weaver's will legally not have to pay any benefits. Labor
costs are listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3
MONTHLY LABOR COSTS
EMPLOYEES HOURS HOURLY RATE LABOR COST
part-time 320 $7.00 $1680.00
TOTAL MONTHLY LABOR COSTS $1680.00
Note. Labor costs listed on table 5.3 reflect estimated
costs for 1 month. Annual costs would be twelve times the
total monthly labor costs.
Table 5.3 included the amount of hours the workers were
expected to work. Table 5.4 shows a monthly breakdown of
the employee hours in terms of how much time is spent on
each of the following three services: (a) refabrication,
(b) cleaning, and (c) protection coating.
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The only other labor cost unaccounted for would be the
cost of the division manager. The researcher proposed a
commission structure for the division manager. It would be
based on a percentage of profit for the division. This
commission structure is standard in the furniture
refurbishing industry (Kelley, 1990). The manager's
commission should be based on a 40\ gross profit margin, if
the service was marked up at least 30\ over cost. For
example, if the department had invested $100.00 into a
project, and sold the service for $150.00, it would make a
$50.00 profit. This particular job was sold at a 33% profit
margin: 50 / 150 = .33, or 33%. Since this job was sold at
a better than 30\ profit margin, the division manager would
get 40\ of the $50.00 profit or $20.00.
All of Weaver's employees recognize the need for the
Corporate Facilities Services Division. The sales staff
also realize that there is potential for them to increase
their sales volume if they support the new division.
Customers might want to mix new furniture and refurbished
modular systems together. This would make the sales
department and Corporate Facilities work together. Since
different departments could very well be working together on
the same project, the researcher came up with a few
compensation ideas which should encourage the Sales Division
to promote the Corporate Facilities Services Division.
A good compensation policy would be as follows: for a
sale of any products and/or services by any sales
representative from Corporate Facilities, the billing credit
and gross profit dollars are credited to that division and
not to the sales representative's totals.
In order to encourage the promotion and sales of
Corporate Facilities, the sales representatives should share
in the sales commission when their help has been utilized
and/or they sell a product or service offered by their
division (Kelley, 1990). The following sales scenarios and
corresponding commission sharing will be proposed: (a)
sales representative gives the division head a lead and has
no time invested in a project; if sale is completed,
division head receives full commission; (b) sales
representative brings to, or involves the division head 'with
their client, and a sale is made; proposed commission
sharing would be 66-2/3 to sales representative, 33-1/3 to
division head with the billing amount and gross profit
dollars accredited to Corporate Facilities; and (c)
Corporate Facilities brings in sales representative on one
of their projects and a furniture sale is made; proposed
commission sharing would be 66-2/3 to division and 33-1/3 to
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sales representative with the billing amount and gross
profit dollars accredited to the sales representative.
Weaver's will charge approximately the same prices for
its refabrication services as its competitors do (Kelley,
1990). These costs were derived by the researcher and based
on information from two companies, one local interior
contractor called BSI and one Colorado interior design firm
called Colorado Interiors. Information on average project
size and costs was given to the researcher by salespeople at
both companies. Since Denver is comparable to Milwaukee in
size and cost of living, the researcher decided to use
Colorado Interior's as a source to help her to standardize
costs.
Customers will be billed a flat fee of $10.00 per panel
for refabrication. In addition, the customer is billed for
the fabric they select plus a 50% markup on the fabric. A
typical job entails refabrication of 10 panels, and would
take one refabricater approximately 8 hours to complete.
Table 5.5 represents an example of an average refabrication





ITEMS BILLED TO CUSTOMER
refabrication of 10 panels
cost of fabric





TOTAL BILLED TO CUSTOMER $550.00
Table 5.6












In the sample project illustrated in Tables 5.5 and
5.6, the total amount billed to the customer was $550.00,
and the total cost to Corporate Facilities was $361.00; that
left a profit of $189.00. The profit margin of 34% was
calculated by dividing the $189.00 profit by the $550.00
selling price. This example would have been an average job
quoted at average prices, which shows that the refabrication
division has the potential to be a very profitable addition
to Weaver's Business Interiors.
The researcher would like to add a refabrication
service to Weaver's Business Interiors as a potential
solution to Weaver's problem: referring business to other
companies. The refabrication service would be the biggest
portion of the Corporate Facilities Services Division.
However, it is only a part of the whole solution. The
researcher will now continue with her analysis of other
potential solutions or parts of the total solution.
Cleaning and Protection Coating Services
Another potentially profitable service the researcher
would like Corporate Facilities to offer is a panel and
upholstery cleaning service. This is an easy add on service
for the sales representatives to sell to their customers 1
year after they bought new furniture. The average customer,
during a typical office rennovation, will spend thousands of
dollars on new "furniture and modular systems. After
spending a large sum of money on new office furniture, most
businesses would probably agree to an annual cleaning of
their furniture. If the customer says no to the cleaning,
then he or she should be approached again in 6 months, which
is the average span of time it takes for new furniture to
get soiled enough to need a cleaning (Kelley, 1990). Timing
is everything!
Selling the cleaning service to Weaver's existing
customers is a great idea. The customers have dealt with
Weaver's before; their furniture and/or modular systems have
been professionally installed by Weaver's. Weaver's
probably had its expert designers design a workable layout
for their offices. Hopefully, every detail was addressed
and the customer walked away happy and satisfied. Now, when
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of Weaver's new Corporate
The satisfied customer would
it comes time for the customer's
systems to be cleaned, the







not only want Weaver's to perform the service, the customer
would expect Weaver's to do it. Soon, Weaver's will be a
Business Interiors Company known for its full line of
services.
To effectively run a cleaning service, Weaver's would
have to purchase an industrial upholstery cleaning machine.
The cost of an average cleaning machine is approximately
$1500.00. One bottle of concentrated cleaning solution
costs $20.00 per gallon. The above costs were given to the
researcher by a local retailer of industrial cleaning
machines.
An average cleaning project uses 1/2 of a cup of
cleaning solution per job. There is approximately enough
solution in one gallon to accommodate 32 cleanings. An
average cleaning project consists of 20 panels; however,
both sides have to be cleaned. This job, on the average,
would take one person approximately four hours to complete.
The researcher's projection of an average cleaning project
came from information from a panel cleaning company in
Minneapolis, since there were no companies in Milwaukee that
had a panel cleaning service. The company is called Panel
Clean and the employees were very helpful in giving the
researcher all of the information she requested. Since
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Minneapolis, like Denver, is comparable to Milwaukee in size
and cost of living, the researcher decided to base her
pricing on Panel Clean's pricing structure. Table 5.7
illustrates an example of an average cleaning project.
Table 5.7
SAMPLE CLEANING PROJECT
ITEMS BILLED TO CUSTOMER





TOTAL CHARGED TO CUSTOMER $200.00
Note. The cost of the cleaning machine is $1500.00. The
machine has a life expectancy of five years. Depreciation
expense will be $300.00 per year for five years.
There are a few costs associated with a cleaning
project, they are illustrated in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8










In the sample project illustrated in Tables 5.7 and
5.8, the total amount billed to the customer was $250.00,
and the total cost to Corporate Facilities was $56.63; that
left a profit margin of 77\, which the researcher calculated
by dividing the $193.37 profit by the $250.00 sell price.
This is an average cleaning job using average prices that
are standard in the industry.
Panels are usually the items most often requested to be
cleaned. However, the cleaning of office chairs is an
occasional request that is usually an add- on service
associated with a panel cleaning order. In the cleaning
service industry (Kelley, 1990), the customer is charged
$8.00 to clean a chair. Corporate Facilities will also
charge $8.00 per chair.
Customers have been known to occasionally ask for both
Soil Shield and/or No-Flame protection coating for their
newly purchased furniture. Soil Shield is a treatment that
provides water repellency and resistance to stains from oil,
grease and soil. Soil Shield makes the fabric less likely
to absorb liquids, to be stained by various substances or to
become dirty or grimy over a period of time. It is a smart
investment for the customer to purchase the Soil Shield
protection service. That is because the customer has just
spent, on an average, close to $10,000 on new office
furniture and modular systems (Carr & McCombe, 1990); why
not spend a little more for Soil Shield or No-Flame
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protection? No-Flame protection is a flame retardant
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coating that will slow down or actually extinguish a fire.
Both Soil Shield and No-Flame coating come in a
dispenser can about two feet long and one foot in diameter.
The solution sprays out from a nozel on a hose that is
connected to the dispenser. Each canister, regardless of
which coating it contains, holds three gallons of solution,
and costs approximately $142.00. Soil Shield and No-Flame
treatments can be purchased by business owners themselves;
however, through the researcher's survey, most of the
company owners had expressed their enthusiasm for the
service only if Weaver's would offer it.
Table 5.9 illustrates a cost breakdown per unit for
either the Soil Shield and/or the No-Flame treatments.
Table 5.9
COSTS OF FURNITURE COATING SERVICES
PIECE OF PRODUCT COST TO DEALER LABOR COST @ NET
FURNITURE REQUIRED CUSTOMER COST 7.00 PER HOUR PROFIT
panel 12 oz. $30.00 $4.45 $1.50 $23.05
sofa 24 oz. $50.00 $8.90 $1.50 $38.60
loveseat 16 oz. $40.00 $5.93 $1.50 $31.57
recliner 12 oz. $30.00 $4.45 $1.50 $23.05
chair 8 oz. $25.00 $2.96 $1.50 $19.54
Note. The average project involves the coating of 15 pieces
of furniture at 12 minutes each. An average project takes
three hours to complete. Furniture coating is performed at
the customer's site, so travel time must be billed also.
Using the cost figures on table 5.9, the researcher came up
with the average cost of coating a piece of furniture:
$35.00. Using the product required column, the researcher
determined the average chemical ounces used on an item:
14.4 ounces. The average amount of monthly projects: IS,
multiplied by 14.4 ounces equals 216 ounces: the average
chemical use per project. There are 384 ounces of chemicals
in one $142.00 canister. An average project uses 56% of a
full canister per project. The average cost of the
chemicals per project is $142.00 x .56 = $79.88.
The difference between the dealer cost and the customer
cost above is substantial. Weaver's would buy the chemicals
in quantity and receive a discount in the price. It would
take a company a long time to use a full canister of the
chemicals. Therefore, most businesses will pay the going
rate for the services listed above. The proposed protection
coating services are a part of the whole solution to
Weaver's problem of referring business elsewhere.
Electrostatic Painting Service
Electrostatic painting is another service that could be
valuable to Weaver's. Traditionally, refabrication and
painting jobs were referred elsewhere. Refurbished panels
will usually need some electrostatic painting to make them
look new. An office modular system is a succession of
fabricated panels framed in metal hardware. Each individual
panel is held together by a metal connecting post. During a
typical refabrication project, all hardware has to be
stripped from the panels and all of the metal connecting
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posts have to be disconnected. These metal items are used
and usually somewhat scratched up. Since the customer is
purchasing brand new fabric for his panels, the researcher
believes that the customer is going to want the hardware
painted as well.
Not only is electrostatic painting often needed during
the refabrication process, it is necessary when refurbishing
used metal office furniture. Some used items that would
utilize the electrostatic painting service are any metal
desks, or desks that are partially made of metal, file
cabinets, computer stands, storage cabinets and more.
Electrostatic painting is an art, and should be
performed by a professional. The painter has to take into
consideration things like the weather, high heat and
humidity, which can cause streaking on freshly painted
pieces. The painter must also have a steady hand to compete
with the top quality painting done in factories on new
items. Equipment needed for this service could cost
thousands of dollars (Kane, 1990). Weaver's would probably
have a need for this service a few hours a week. Because of
the cost involved, the need for a professional to run the
painting service, and the small amount of time Weaver's
would use this service, the researcher proposes to
subcontract out the painting business, but in a way that
Weaver's could still make a portion of the profits generated
by the painting business, if possible.
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The researcher decided to make an offer to a small
business owner named Dave Kane and his business was call
DK's Painting. DK's is a small electrostatic painting
business in Milwaukee. DK's was recommended by several of
Weaver's sales representatives. DK's agreed to work with
Weaver's on any of its electrostatic painting needs. He
agreed to bring the equipment to Weaver's and to do all of
the painting in Weaver's warehouse. Dk's had been in
business for 1 year. It was apparent that the small
business owner would appreciate any new business, even if it
was initially only a few hours a week. The researcher
talked briefly with Dave, the owner of DK's, about the new
Corporate Facilities Services Division. Dave realized once
he got his foot in the door, his business could grow larger
as the new division grew larger. DK's would continue to get
referrals from Weaver's as long as it did good quality work.
DK's accepted Weaver's offer of $25.00 per hour and agreed
to bring all supplies to Weaver's, including the paint.
Weaver's could charge its customers around $40.00 per hour
for the painting service, not have to worry about any of the
painting details, and still have it all done under Weaver's
roof (Kane, 1990). Weaver's does need to protect itself
from this contractor "stealing" its customers. Because of
this threat, the researcher recommends that DK's sign a
contract with Weaver's. The contract should stipulate that
when DK's decides to cease its contract work with Weaver's,
DK's can not solict any of Weaver's customers for 2 years.
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The cost to Weaver's customers, if it were to refer
them elsewhere for electrostatic painting, varies between
$30.00 and $50.00 per hour. If Weaver's did charge $40.00
per hour for the painting service, that would produce a
37.5% profit margin. Each project would have to be
estimated based on what items needed to be painted and the
approximate time each item would take to complete. Weaver's
could then quote the customer based on the painter's cost
estimate.
Almost all refabrication projects will need to utilize
the electrostatic painting service. That is why the
researcher felt the urgency to analyze the painting service.
Offering this painting service through an independent
contractor is the only sensible way to go. Weaver's does
not have the revenue to fund start up costs for this
service, nor does it have enough work to sustain such an
investment. With this information in mind, the researcher
proposed that Weaver's work with DK's on any painting
projects. This proposal is part of the solution to Weaver's
problem: referring business elsewhere.
Reconditioned Furniture Brokerage Service
Having Weaver's offer a reconditioned furniture
brokerage service to its customers would solve a portion of
Weavers biggest problem: loosing revenue through referrals
of reconditioned furniture to other brokerage houses. As
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the economy worsens, businesses will feel the pinch. They
are going to have to cut corners and spend their money
wisely. This is when reconditioned office furniture will
appea 1 to them, and Weaver's' will be ready to provide
reconditioned "like new" office furniture to businesses.
There is a wealth of used office modular systems/
desks, file cabinets, shelves, lighting, and chairs just
waiting to be purchased for a fraction of the cost of new
furniture (Kelley, 1990). Most used product is in good
shape, but if it looks used, it can be refurbished. Panels
can always be cleaned or refabricated, chairs can be
cleaned, an any metal items can be electrostatically
painted.
Weaver's already had an updated list of used furniture
brokers that they used occasionally for referrals. On the
average/ used furniture can be purchased from a broker for
5% to 10% of the cost of new furniture (Kelley, 1990). This
means that if an item was bought new for $100.00/ Weaver's
could probably purchase that same item, but used, for five
to ten dollars. The item could be refurbished and resold
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for 30\ to 70\ of the cost of new furniture. Some used
items are in such good shape that they
refurbishing at all.
require no
Each of Weaver's used furniture purchases must be
carefully analyzed. The buyer must carefully look at all of
the merchandise, if it is to be purchased as a group. Most
"buys" are furniture purchased in a group. The following
questions have to be asked: Is the merchandise too
outdated?; What condition are the majority of the items
in?; Can most of the merchandise be made to look like new?;
Does the merchandise consist of popular selling items that
can be turned over quickly?; Do any of the sales
representatives happen to have a customer in mind that needs
precisely what is being offered for sale? These questions
will help Weaver's to find out the important facts needed to
make the right decisions. Once the value of all items has
been assessed, Weaver's should then make an offer to the
broker.
Weaver's sales representatives have sold many new items
to their customers. In doing so, their customers have told
them of used items they now have for sale. In the past
Weaver's let those opportunities go, but in the future, The
researcher would like to see Weaver's sieze those
opportunities by contacting Corporate Facilities and
alerting them to the available used product. Both the sales
department and Corporate Facilities should work together
through the exchange of leads, thus benefiting each other
and the company as a whole.
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It is time
There are more than enough sources of used furniture,
for reconditionedand there appears to be a strong
furniture (Carr & McCombe, 1990).
market
for Weaver's
to participate in the reconditioned furniture business. The
researcher proposes that the Corporate Facilities Services
Division become a broker in reconditioned furniture for
Weaver's, and believes that this service would be a partial
solution to Weaver's problem.
Continue to Refer Above Services Elsewhere
One final possible solution to Weaver's Business
Interior's problem of referring customers and its business
to other companies would be to continue running Weaver's as
it has been run for years; to do nothing about the thousands
of dollars worth of potential business and revenue that
Weaver's has been sending away. It is convenient to refer
~he refabricating and the other services to other companies.
That way Weaver's can serve its customers in the areas it is
prepared to deal in, and the other services can be handled
elsewhere. This way is easier and a lot less complicated,
but Weaver's is letting good, profitable business slip away.
It is also not providing a full line of services for its
customers, which forces customers to deal with several
interior design companies at one time. Weaver's should not
encourage its present or future customers to visit Weaver's
competition in any way. The businesses that Weaver's had
referred its own customers to, usually offer other services
similar to Weaver's present line of services. This means if
a customer went elsewhere to get his or her panels
refabricated, they might just compare the prices of other
services. Then maybe the next time a business wants to
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redecorate, they will go
Weaver's competitor has
business could need.
to Weaver's competitor, because




Weaver's Business Interiors is a profitable company
that has experienced continued growth for the past 30 years.
There have been no big changes initiated by anyone at
Weaver's since the first few years that Paul took over the
business. However, the one exception would be April 1, 1989
when the Milwaukee branch was moved. Since Paul Weaver
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became president, he has focused his energy, time and




Becoming a Full Service Dealership
Paul Weaver's mission statement said, "I want Weaver's
to grow and become the most profitable, full service
dealership in the state of Wisconsin." He knows the
interior design business inside and out, and has been
watching the market grow and change for many years. After
the researcher completed the majority of this report, Mr.
Kelley approached Paul with the whole Corporate Facilities
Services Division package. He agreed with almost every
aspect concerning the newly proposed division.
The researcher recommends that Weaver's develop a new
division called Corporate Facilities Services Division. The
new division should have a mission statement, and it should
be as follows: "Through the offering of fabric protection
treatments, fabric cleaning, refabrication, and the selling
of reconditioned furnishings, Corporate Facilities will
provide a full service and maintenance division for Weaver's
present and future customers."
Because of his qualifications and experience, it would
be advantageous for Weaver's to promote Mr. Kelley from
sales representative to manager of the new division. Once a
new division manager is hired, it would be in Weaver's best
interest to encourage him or her to utilize the telephone,
via telemarketing, to promote the division's new services.
The manager could begin with leads from all of the sales
representatives at Weaver's whose customers had previously
requested any of the services.
To become a full service interior design dealership and
to stay competitive in the industry, under Corporate
Facilities, Weaver's should offer the following services:
(a) panel refabrication, (b) panel and upholstery cleaning,
(c) Soil Shield and No-Flame protection coating, (d)
reconditioned furniture brokerage, and (e) subcontract the
electrostatic painting service.
The researcher recommends that Corporate Facilities
feature first and foremost the refabricating service, and
then actively target the panel and upholstery cleaning
market. Those were the two services that were most
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frequently requested by existing customers of Weaver's. The
only service that was requested more often was the
reconditioned furniture brokerage service. Electrostatic
painting, Soil Shield, and No-Flame services should be
marketed once the panel refabrication and cleaning services
are going along smoothly. The selling of reconditioned
furniture should be the last service that Corporate
Facilities implements. It will take an outlay of capital to
purchase used furniture and the researcher recommends
waiting a few months before making any purchases.
Marketing the New Services
Table 4.1 featured the results of the Potential
Services Survey, which is a list of possible services that
Weaver's could offer. Through this survey, the researcher
realized that some services were in demand. Those services
were panel refabrication, panel and upholstery cleaning,
protection coating, electrostatic painting and reconditioned
furniture brokerage. Even though there appeared to be a
demand for these services, there had to be a way to attract
new business. The researcher decided to use telemarketing
to market Weaver's new services.
The responsibility of the manager of Corporate
Facilities would be to oversee the Division's employees,
order supplies and fabric, and telemarket its services. His
or her first target market would be current and past
customers of Weaver's. There is a customer list with
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corresponding telephone numbers. The manager could focus on
panel cleaning and protection coating services to these
customers.







Advanced Marketing Information Services,
quarterly listing of all companies in the Milwaukee
that are moving within the next year.
Facilities manager could call these businesses
to sell them refabricated panel systems, and
electrostatic painting service as well.
When Corporate Facilities is just starting out, the
researcher suggests that telemarketing be utilized as its
primary marketing tool. Once business begins to pick up,
other conventional forms of marketing can be used.
One future marketing idea would be to have a divisional
brochure printed (Kelley, 1990). The brochure would feature
the various services that Corporate Facilities has to offer.
Brochure mailings could be done periodically to prospective
customers. A good source of prospective customers is
another marketing service that Weaver's subscribes to: Dodge
Reports. Dodge Reports are notices of remodeling,
additions, new facilities and refurbishing of local
businesses.
One last marketing idea would be to advertise
promotions through a mass mailing. One promotional idea the
researcher has would be to run an "ugly office" contest.
Colorado Interiors ran a similiar contest in 1989 and it
proved to be very successful. Corporate Facilities could
donate a certain number of desks, chairs, and office panel
systems to the ugliest office. Marketing can be expensive,
but it is the easiest way to get a product or service
noticed. The researcher believes that marketing is an
important aspect of any new business and/or division.
Sales and Profit Forecast
A sales forecast is made only after careful
consideration of many influencing factors. The researcher
could not use past sales volume because Corporate Facilities
is a new division. She could however use past sale volume
statistics from Colorado Interiors, which is a company that
sells the same basic products and services as Weaver's.
Colorado Interiors is located in Denver which is comparable
to Milwaukee in population and cost of living expenses.
Because of higher interest rates and a United States
recession, economic conditions in Wisconsin are getting
worse. This means that businesses should be open to ideas
that will save them money and prolong the life of their
products. Panel refabrication, Soil Shield and No-Flame
protection coatings, panel cleaning and the selling of
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reconditioned furniture are all services that should be in a
higher demand during an economic slump.
Another important factor is product profitability.
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show a sample refabrication project.
Tables 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate a sample cleaning project and
Table 5.9 illustrates costs of the furniture protection
coating service. The divisional costs and amount billed to
customer were based on Colorado Interior's cost structure.
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Profit margins for all of the services are high, but
are also right in line with those in the industry.
means that Weaver's can utilize a high profit margin




Another important factor involved in sales forecasting
is market research. The researcher did facilitate the
telephone study and ended up with over 400 responses. The
results of the study can be found in Table 4.1.
The quality of the sales fo~ce is an important aspect
of any business. Weaver's has 22 sales representatives
among the four locations. Five of them have been with
Weaver's for 10 years. Ten of them have been employed for 5
or more years. Almost all of the sales people have a
college education and seem to be dedicated, well informed
team players. The researcher believes that the sales people
will give Mr. Kelley their full support, if he becomes the
Corporate Facilities manager.
Competition is a large influencing factor of a sales
forecast. Weaver's has its own place in the Wisconsin
business interior market. It is a medium size dealer and
one of the top four in its category. Although competition
keeps Weaver's on its toes, it is holding its own.
The Corporate Facilities Division would offer a
relatively new service in the state of Wisconsin: panel
refabrication. Competition does not seem to be a problem.
Soil Shield and No-Flame are two services that are not yet
very popular. However, there appears to be an interest in
the two services. Electrostatic painting is a service that
other companies offer, making it imperative that Weaver's be
very competitive with their pricing. Reconditioned
furniture brokerage is a new concept with little
competition. Panel and upholstery cleaning service does
have competition. Any business is capable of renting a
machine and cleaning their own panels. However, most
companies prefer to contract that service out.
In concluding this sales forecast analysis, conditions
appear favorable for the new Corporate Facilities Division.
The economic conditions only enhance the division's future
outlook, and the survey proved that the services are in
demand. Weaver's has a capable sales staff to service
potential customers and competition appears to be only a
minimum problem.
5 1
Any new division requires a budget to help the whole
company plan and prepare for the added expenses and revenue
of that new division. With the annual sales and expense
figures from Colorado Interiors, a comparable company that
offers the same services as Weaver's, and information from
Tables 5.1 through 5.9, the researcher developed two tables.
The first table labeled Table 6.1 represents Corporate
Facilities' estimated revenue for the new fiscal year. The
second table labeled Table 6.2 represents Corporate
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Facilities' estimated expenses for the new
tables reflect revenue and expenses from the
cleaning and protection coating services.
year. Both
refabrication,
Neither table includes the electrostatic painting
service or the reconditioned furniture brokerage service.
These two services should be developed last, only after the
refabrication, cleaning, and protection coating services are
running smoothly. The electrostatic painting service will
not cost Weaver's anything because it will be contracted
through DK's Painting service. There might be a legal fee
for the contract. However, Paul believes he could develop a
contract himself that would be legally binding.
Revenue is earned as a percentage of profit from DK's.
The reconditioned furniture brokerage service will be
developed last. This service will require an initial outlay
of money from Weaver's. Weaver's will have to buy used
furniture, inventory it, and resell it for a profit. The
furniture "buys" could be presold before the merchandise
arrives at Weaver's. Without actual reconditioned furniture
to analyze, the researcher could not estimate experlses or:
revenue for the furniture brokerage service.
Table 6.1
REVENUE ESTIMATES FOR REFABRICATION, CLEANING AND PROTECTION
COATING SERVICES
PROJS. AVE. $ AMT. MONTHLY ANNUAL
SERVICE PER MO. PER PROJ. REVENUE REVENUE
refabrication 15 $550.00 $8250.00 $99,000.00
cleaning 10 $200.00 $2000.00 $24,000.00
prot. coating 12 $525.00 $7875.00 $94,500.00
ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUE $217,500.00
Table 6.2
EXPENSE ESTIMATES FOR REFABRICATION, CLEANING AND PROTECTION
COATING SERVICES
TYPE OF AVE # OF MONTHLY ANNUAL
SERVICE EXPS. $ AMT. PROJS. EXPS. EXPS.
refab. fabric $300.00 15 $4500.00 $54,000.00
refab. supplies $7.00 15 $105.00 $1260.00
refab. labor $56.00 15 $840.00 $10,080.00
cleaning chemicals $.63 10 $6.30 $75.60
cleaning labor 56.00 10 $560.00 $6720.00
prot. coat. chemicals $79.88 12 $958.56 $11,502.72
prot. coat. labor $23.33 12 $280.00 $3360.00
ESTIMATED ANNUAL EXPENSES $86,998.32
Table 6.3 is an estimated Income statement for Corporate
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Note. Table 6.3 showed a estimated Income statement for only
three of Corporate Facilities services. Electrostatic
painting and reconditioned furniture brokerage services will
provide added revenue for the division and additional
commission for the manager. Also, Table 6.3 listed division
overhead expenses at $91,202.90. This figure came from Paul
Weaver's 1989-1990 estimation of Corporate Facilities'
contribution towards the company's overhead expenses. Paul
felt that the new division should pay 10% of the company's
basic expensesj the same percentage as the other divisions
are charged. Using Weaver's 1990 Income statement, located
in the appendices, Paul added up the installation,
administrative, office and overhead expenses. He came up
with $912,029.00 and multiplied it by 10%. That gives
Corporate Facilities an overhead expense of $91,202.90.
The next portion of the resolution to be discussed is
the electrostatic painting service. The researcher believes
that this service should be contracted out to a small
business that focuses soley on electrostatic painting. The
researcher recommends that all of Weaver's electrostatic
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painting business go to DK's Painting. DK's services




The researcher suggests that Corporate Facilities buy a
canister of Soil Shield and a canister of No-Flame
protection coating. These services are easy add-on services
to sell. The sales representatives can promote these
services along with any sale of new furniture. Please refer
to Table 5.9 for estimated costs and profits reguarding
protection coating services.
The last service the researcher will address is the
reconditioned furniture brokerage service. There are many
reasons that Corporate Facilities should offer this service.
First of all, Weaver's has had customers asking for used
furniture for the past 10 years. Secondly, Weaver's has the
contacts and leads which will make it possible for them to
purchase the used product. Thirdly, Weaver's has the extra
warehouse space to hold a large amount of used product
(Kelley, 1990). And lastly, Weaver's can buy the used
product for a fraction of the original cost, and resell it
for three to seven times the purchased price of the product.
Management at Weaver's should keep their eyes open for any
lucrative deals featuring used furnishings, and if the
opportunity arises, seize any feasible venture.
The researcher would like to see Corporate Facilities
handle four services: (a) panel refabrication, (b) cleaning,
(c) protection coating, and (d) reconditioned furniture
brokerage. The researcher suggests that Weaver's contract
out all of its electrostatic painting needs to DK's
Painting. Each service should be implemented in the order
that they are listed above, a through d. It is the
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researcher's final recommendation that Weaver's introduce
and open Corporate Facilities as soon as it is prepared to
properly do so.
The researcher is convinced that the new division will
be successful, so successful that she developed division
sales forecasts for 1 and 5 year increments. Mr. Kelley,
the division manager, helped the researcher with these
forecasts by providing her with sales figures from
Interiors. His previous employer's business
Colorado
was very
similar to Weaver's business. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 illustrate
a 1 and 5 year sales and profit forecast.
Table 6.4
DIVISION'S ONE YEAR SALES AND PROFIT FORECAST
ACCUM. SALES ACCUM. PROFIT
SALES ATTAIN- PROFIT ATTAIN-
MONTH GOAL MENT \ GOAL MENT %
July $20,000 8.3\ $6,600 8.3%
Aug. $40,000 16.6% $13,200 16.6%
Sept. $60,000 25.0% $19,800 25.0\
Oct. $80,000 33.3% $26,400 33.3%
Nov. $100,000 41.6\ $33,000 41.6%
Dec. $120,000 50.0% $39,600 50.0%
Jan. $140,000 58.3% $46,200 58.3%
Feb. $160,000 66.6% $52,000 66.6%
March $180,000 75.0% $59,400 75.0%
April $200,000 83.3% $66,000 83.3%
May $220,000 91.6\ $72,600 91.6%
June $240,000 100.0% $79,200 100.0%
Table 6.5
DIVISION'S FIVE YEAR SALES AND PROFIT FORECAST
ACCUM. SALES ACCUM. PROFIT
SALES ATTAIN- PROFIT ATTAIN-
YEAR GOAL MENT % GOAL MENT %
1991 $240,000 14.8% $72,000 14.8%
1992 $520,000 32.0% $156,000 32.0%
1993 $850,000 52.5% $255,000 52.5%
1994 $1,220,000 75.3% $366,000 75.3%
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SECTION VIII
APPENDICES
Weaver's Income Statement for July 31. 1990
Revenues from sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross margin from sales
$9,700,000
97,333,200
$2,366,800
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Operating expenses:
Selling expenses
Installation expenses
Administrative expenses
Office expenses
Occupancy expenses
Overhead expenses
Other expenses
Total operating expenses
Income from operations
Income taxes
Net Income
$1,030,105
$351,350
$226,385
$318,294
$193,500
$16,000
910.700
92,146,334
$220,466
937,900
$182,566
